All Saints Estate Miniature Museum Muscadelle
Muscat Classifications

Classification
Rutherglen Muscadelle
Classic Rutherglen Muscadelle
Grand Rutherglen Muscadelle
Rare Rutherglen Muscadelle
Museum Release Rutherglen Muscadelle

Average Age
7+ years
15+ years
25+ years
50+ years
100+ years

Muscadelles from their national birthplace in North East Victoria
are revered by connoisseurs and pleasure-seekers alike. They are
classified by blend age to mark the dazzling progression in richness
and intensity as older stocks are blended in from barrels. All Saints
Museum Muscadelle is a wine of incredible intensity, complexity and
length. Couple this with the history and tradition tied up in each bottle
and it becomes almost impossible to find words to do justice to this very
special fortified wine.
Grape Variety
Usually a shy-yielding, delicate grape; under the right conditions it
ripens up to outrageous levels of sweetness. Those conditions are our
warm, dry autumns that stretch on for months, allowing the Muscadelle
to ripen slowly on the vine, long after every other variety has been
picked. Our deep sandy-loam soils are also perfect, imbuing the fruit
with lightness and aromatic intensity whilst the sugar levels gradually
rise.
Colour, Nose and Palate
Christmas cake dark colour, with tinges of olive green at the rim.
Thick and viscous in the glass. The aromas combine the impression of
great age with tremendous vitality. Deep and brooding, reminiscent of
curious characters such as cold tea, leather, tobacco and malt, coupled
with pretty honeysuckle and barley sugar notes. Then the flavours,
simultaneously almost impossibly sweet, tart and intense. It has rich
malt, polished leather, bursts of raisined fruit, vibrant spice and earthy
warmth. The initial sweetness gives way to mouth watering acidity and
tactile graininess followed by a constantly developing finish that lasts for
minutes. Almost overwhelming at first, even the tiniest sip is immensely
satisfying and yet decadently moreish..

Technical Information
Alcohol 18%
Std Drinks 0.71
Contains Sulphites
Price - RRP $150

Food Matching
There really is no need, but if you must, then only the very finest
accompaniments. Single estate chocolate, the perfect espresso, an aged
Cuban cigar... you get the idea.
Cellaring Potential
Fortified wines are aged in barrel and not intended for lengthy
maturation in bottle. They should be consumed within 18 months of
purchase to be enjoyed at their best.

100 points - Halliday Wine Companion 2019
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